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Abstract: this in the article uzbek of the language of the corps main features and in it philological terms base of 

formation importance shows. In the article, the corpus purpose, topics, methods and in it philological materials 

analysis is displayed. Philological terms base of formation of the corpus education, scientific research, translation 

and another fields for how useful to be as well philology in the field word and word units with work for how help to 

give is displayed. Article, Uzbek of the language of the corps philological studies and teaching according to 

importance showing philological terms base of formation vocabulary and of linguistics development take coming 

possible emphasizes. 
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Introduction 

Uzbek language corpus, one how much words, 

texts and articles collected their language their 

characteristics text types and modern writing to the 

forms according to classifier electron languages base 

is considered. This is the case philological studies for 

big important have lib, uzbek of the language 

grammar laws, lexicological features and his 

historical changes about information in getting help 

will give. 

Of the corps main tasks - language interpretation, 

lexicon-network determination and sure to texts about 

samples collected to go. This in the corpus 

philological terms base formation while uzbek of the 

language scientific problems and new words study for 

very important. Philological terms the base of the 

word meanings according to useful information 

present is enough and this while researchers for 

necessary has been from tools is one. 

Philological terms base in formation uzbek 

language of the corps importance very big. Because 

this at the base accumulated language materials 

philology in the field researchers and lexicographers 

rich profit for have will be. This materials based on 

uzbek language about scientific methodical to 

information have to be possible will be. Of this as a 

result uzbek of the language historical writing shape 

increase, new word-making process development and 

his grammar laws determination opportunity appear 

will be. 

Philological terms base development through in 

the literature and scientific in articles many p of 

countries to their languages about of materials 

translations done increase and in them philological 

concepts deeper explanation possible will be. From 

this except this corpus students. It is also rich and 

effective to the result have will be because they are 

him explain and learning through uzbek of the 

language laws makes sense they know. 
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Our society national-spiritual the width of the 

bag uzbek in storage language of the corps importance 

very big. This corpus through of our nation to the 

language about features and created to the news about 

information storage opportunity there is it is while of 

our society identification in the process important 

important have. 

 

Materials and methods 

This research " Uzbek language of the corps 

main features and in it philological terms base in 

formation on the topic of  "importance". Problems 

study, analysis to do and solutions offer to do with 

depend. 

In research analytical, review, comparisons 

based on methods applied is uzbek of the language 

corpus analyze using more is formed and practical 

importance is determined. Philological terms base 

formation process comparative and description 

methods relied on without research reach efficient the 

result will give. 

Subject within data poetic and prose works of 

scientists scientific research works, electronic 

resources sources based on studied. Learn statistics 

data is also evidence to prove source being service did. 

Subject within the world and uzbek in linguistics 

one how much researchers research take that he went 

separately note reach need In particular, uzbek from 

scientists A. Abdullayev [1.24-30], S. Ismailov [2.45-

53], M. Kadirov [3.112-120], N. Khasanov [4.78-85], 

D. Yuldashev [5.205-215]. Above note done of 

scientists scientific research sources, exactly, 

terminological base formation and change, innovation 

to enter based on is, gfan and of technology a person 

thinking product the fact that about the conclusion 

release possible will be. 

These are literature to the topic about 

information take to go help will give and the subject 

deeper to your learning possibility will give. 

 

Results and discussions 

Uzbek of the language corpus, language practice 

development, conversation methods learn the 

language structure and his society by used words 

collection as expressed. Philological terms base and 

your tongue specialty according to special words 

collection is considered. 

National language of the corps its creation main 

duties and philological terms base formation 

important important have. Analysis to the results 

apparently, uzbek language corpus of the tongue 

structure, speech methods and phraseology according 

to wide information aggregated without save standing, 

scientific to research chance creates. This in the case 

philological terms base while specialty to the field 

about information integration did without storage 

opportunity will give and scientific studies more 

efficient does. As a result uzbek language of the corps 

main features and in it philological terms base in 

formation importance deeper to be understood 

possible will be This is the topic with practitioners for 

this article useful data present reached because of, 

they this knowledge practical in life successful 

applications for necessary to information have to be 

can. 

To the mouth related was important aspects as 

the following input can: 

–  uzbek language corpus, uzbek of the 

language texts collect, save the rest and them data to 

the base turned data is a set. This is the case basically 

linguistic studies for is used; 

–  philological terms base, uzbek in the 

language philological concepts expressive word and 

expressions is a set. These are the terms base 

linguistics in the field big important have; 

–  uzbek language of the corps main features, 

its texts extended in the form Summarize the data 

automatic way search opportunity will give. And this 

linguistic researchers for Uzbek of the language 

structure and development about more to information 

have to be possibility will give; 

–  philological terms base of formation 

importance, uzbek of the language dictionary or 

explanatory dictionary as working of philologists 

knowledge level to increase help will give. This terms 

base filing and in search if used, uzbek in the language 

philological materials determination and comparison 

opportunity have will be. 

So uzbek language of the corps main features 

and in it philological terms base in formation 

importance topic uzbek of the language in studies 

useful information provide, its structure about 

concepts to give and philological materials in search 

of help to give opportunity have to be with depends. 

 

Conclusion 

Uzbek language corpus, uzbek of the language 

meanings, explanatory dictionaries, creative texts and 

another important information unifying electron 

languages base is considered. This is the case 

acceptable one is a program because his using of the 

tongue the future for important was data collected, 

saved and studied. 

Philological terms base and your tongue the 

word realities and their meanings explanation for 

important. In this base of the tongue grammar laws, 

lexicon types, phraseology and another philological 

materials will be located. Here cooperation doer the 

word or expressions lists are also available will be. 

Therefore, Uzbek language of the corps creation 

and in it philological terms base formation very 

important is an issue. These are the planets creation 

through own our knowledge to develop possibility 

giving to materials have we will be Such corpus with 

philological terms base formation through own our 

language more deeper by learning to go and new to 

information have to be opportunity have will be. 
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That's it because, uzbek language of the corps 

main features and in it philological terms base in 

formation importance very big. This project through 

of our language development for necessary was 

important materials collect, save and learning 

opportunity have will be. Also this project through 

own we know more deeper also possible to develop 

will give. 
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